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Year after year, brilliant TEQnicians visit our school and  invent the most fantastic things. Unfortunately, none of 
them are particularly useful to us, so we came up with a few suggestions for the inventors. Here is a list of 5 things 
we want TEQnicians to invent this year! 

1. HypnoTIME - HypnoTIME would be a clock that hypnotizes you to make you believe that time is moving faster 
than it is in reality. Let’s be honest, all of us count the minutes to the end of class, and a clock like this would only 
motivate us to sit through class with a brighter attitude because of the belief that it’s almost over. 

2. WeatheReflect - WeatheReflect would be pieces of art that mirror the weather that is required to make an    
atmosphere conducive to learning. These works of art would turn the inside of a classroom on a grey and dreary day 
into a sunny paradise to lift the spirits of the students, or reflect whatever environment is most required to create the 
perfect mood. 

3. Virtual Nap - Virtual Nap would be a chair that makes you feel as if you’re asleep and rejuvenates your brain the 
way an actual nap would, all while you are still physically present in class. Now this  is something we definitely need 
(also read: science students who get no sleep). 

4. UniForm - UniForm would be a machine that measures the dimensions of your body as you step into it and      
produces pieces of clothing that are perfectly adapted to your size and comfort. No more worrying about your school 
pants tearing, UniForm clothes your form to perfection! 

5. Mood Vending - Mood Vending would be a liquid dispenser that would sense your mood through the hormones 
present in your blood when you touch the dispensing button and serve you a drink accordingly. Coffee for the sleepy 
ones, tea for the stressed - Mood Vending is something we need as soon as possible. 

TEQnicians, we have high hopes from you this year! Maybe, thanks to some of you, these (extremely realistic)      
machines will be common occurrences soon. All the best for ShriTeq, 2016! 

At ShriTeq we celebrate technology and all its applications. It is a forum where students from regions all over India 
come together to share their ideas, presentations and innovations. ShriTeq 2016 will have the most cutting edge 
technology and inventions so far. This fairly new event has been hosted by our school since 2014, and has              
received and gained popularity since its launch. As we grow more dependant on phones, tablets and electronic      
devices, it is increasingly important for students to go beyond the textbooks and learn about them. Thus, TSRS 
Moulsari has embraced this change and gives children from Classes 6 to 12 the opportunity to learn something new. 
The event will span two days, the 20th and the 21st of October. With esteemed guests and judges, the event     
promises to be one for the books. Exciting events like the Tech Quiz and tempting prizes entice students, and we 
hope to see some revolutionary technology. We hope ShriTeq 2016 will be one more  successful event to be ticked 
off the Shri calendar.  



Most, if not all of us, are addicted to some form of technology. This can often be a problem, distracting us from our 
work or our studies. Today, we take an in depth look into the types of people who have such love-hate relationships 
with the technology around us. 

5. The software hipster: From running an uniden-
tifiable distro of Linux to using GIMP instead of   
Photoshop, these outliers will always have a different 
way of doing things. 

6. The Wi-Fi obsessed one: You can often find 
them running around frantically waiting for all the 
little bars on their Wi-Fi signal to light up. It seems 
like it is almost impossible for them to survive     
without high speed internet and to disconnect for 
even a   minute. 

7.  The one who is always on their phone: 
From using it to escape awkward elevator rides and 
social  settings to passing time in the bathroom. This 
person can always be found on their phone,        
hopelessly  scrolling through their newsfeed full of 
memes and Donald Trump. 
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1. The Serial Tweeter: Every waking moment of their 
life, from getting breakfast to giving exams, is  recorded 
in a mere 140 characters. 

2. The one who uses Instagram and Snapchat too 
much: They say a picture is worth a thousand words, and 
these people are veritable encyclopedias. Every minute of 
every day is meticulously photographed and catalogued. 

3. The one who always gets the newest tech: Be it 
buying a new iPhone or constantly upgrading computer 
hardware, to them it’s a race to see who has the newest, 
fastest, and shiniest toy. 

4. The script nerd: C++, Python, HTML. What might 
sound like random phrases to us luddites are quite literally 
second languages to these coders. Often annoyed by    
Hollywood depictions of coding, these usually docile   
individuals become quite cagey when referred to as 
“hackers”. 


